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Abstract: Simulation is a popular tool of network traffic engineering. Knowing how the 
network performance will change with respect to the network parameters is the key to achieve 
a target performance (QoS). The traditional crude Monte Carlo (CMC) method [1] is very 
time consuming, especially for rare event simulation. A previously proposed Importance 
Sampling based Traffic Engineering (ISTE [2]) approach is faster than the CMC approach yet 
ISTE may still require additional sample performances aside from the initial sample 
performance.  The Fast Importance Sampling based Traffic Engineering (FISTE) approach 
can carry out all the tasks of ISTE requiring only a single sample performance thus making 
FISTE even more time efficient.   
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1. Introduction 

 
Due to the complexity of many large networks, using analytical or mathematical 

approaches to predict the network performance, as the network parameters are adjusted, is 
difficult if not impossible. That is the reason that simulation has become a popular solution to 
this problem. However, for rare event simulation, the simulation run length will be very long, 
or many number of independent replication runs will be required.  All these will result in 
longer simulation time.  

 
Imagine under a self-similar [3] [4] traffic model, the target probability of buffer overflow 

for a network path is set at 10-6. The target probability is to be achieved by shaping the mean 
rate of the ingress traffic flows at the edge of the network. If the network consists of many 
nodes and links, each node has different behavior, and each link has different capacity, it is 
hard to analytically determine how much of the ingress traffic flows (their mean rates) need to 
be reduce to achieve the target.  If the Crude Monte Carlo (CMC) simulation approach is 
used, the mean rate of the simulated ingress traffic can be reduced at each simulation trial 



until the simulation reports that the probability of buffer overflow have met the target.  
 
However, as the probability gets closer to the target, each simulation run will require at 

least 1,000,000 (see section 2.2) independent replications since the target probability is 10-6. 
The large number of replications makes the length of the entire simulation experiment very 
long and inefficient. (Note that a self-similar traffic model is used in the simulation, the 
Batch-Mean [5] method can not be used due to the high correlation of the traffic process; thus, 
the Replication- Deletion [5] method is used). 

 
2. Background 

 
A previously proposed ISTE [2] approach is based on a variance reduction technique [6]: 

Importance Sampling [6].  By using known information of the simulation model, the 
variance reduction techniques can give more accurate estimation of the expectation of some 
performance measure. Usually, the first stage of a variance reduction technique is to get the 
simulation model information through an initial crude simulation run; the results from the first 
stage will be used to improve the accuracy of the performance estimator in the second stage. 
 
2.1. Importance Sampling  

 
Assume Y is the input to the network, Y1,.., YN are the random i.i.d.(independent identical  

distributed) samples from the pdf f(y). (note that Yi is actually a vector/a sample trace, with 
respect to time, since Y is a random process), and L(Y) is some sample performance of the 
network. The expectation of the sample performance is of our interest: l=E{L(Y)}. The 
expectation is: 
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If we use a CMC estimator for l, then: 
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In the Replication-Deletion simulation framework, Yi is the sample input of the i-th 
independent replication and L(Yi) is the sample output performance of the i-th replication. For 
example, if we are interested in the probability of buffer overflow, then: 
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If the occurrence of overflow is very rare, a large value of N is needed for an accurate 

estimation of l , the concept of Normalized Variance 2σ  can explain why this is the case: 
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(Note that L(Yi) is either 1 or 0, so the Bernoulli distribution is used.) When p is a small 
number, 10-6, even with n= 106, the normalized variance is equal to 1. If a variance of 0.1 is 
desired, n has to be equal to 107.  This is the reason that CMC simulation requires large 
number of replications. 
 

Assume g(y) is another pdf, such that g(y) dominates f(y) in the sense of absolute 
continuity [6], then 
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where the g in Eg{} indicates that the expression is taken with respect to the pdf g(z), , 
and Z1,…,ZN are random i.i.d. samples from the pdf g(z). 

 
Based on (4), an alternative estimator to the CMC estimator is the Importance Sampling 

Estimator: 
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where W(z)=f(z)/g(z) is the likelihood ratio 
 
Now, suppose g(y)=f(y,v), that is, g(y) belongs to the same parametric family as the 

distributions f(y)=f(y,v0), then the likelihood ratio W(Zi) is: 
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In another word, we could apply the samples of the pdf g(z) into the network, and find out 
the expected sample performance if we applied the samples of the pdf f(z) instead. 
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Figure 1. Importance Sampling Summary 



As shown in Figure 1, we are interested in E{L(Yi)}, yet the network under Y only have a 
few event occurrences; thus, a large number of replication runs (N) is required. If we can 
change the parameter of the pdf f(z,vo) to f(z,v) and make the event occurrences more frequent 
then we will not need so many replication runs. 

 
In Figure 1, Z is applied into the network instead of Y. The sample performance output is 

recorded from the network. The captured samples of the performance are used to calculate the 
expectation. With the help of the likelihood ratio, we can find the expectation of the sample 
performance if Y is applied instead. In conclusion, Importance Sampling shortens the required 
simulation time. 
 
2.2. Importance Sampling based Traffic Engineering  

 
The basic Importance Sampling technique measures the expected performance of the rare 

event simulation; it can not estimate the changes in the expected performance with respect to 
the network parameters(or network inputs). The Importance Sampling based Traffic Engineer 
(ISTE) [2] approach is able to map the parameters (network inputs) to the performance of the 
network.  For example, ISTE can determine, by reducing the mean rate of an ingress flow, 
how much will the probability of buffer overflow of the network decrease; thus, determining 
what the mean rate should be in order to achieve a target probability of buffer overflow. 

 
ISTE is based on the concept of Importance Sampling, however, instead of fixing vo and 

change v, ISTE fix v and change vo. In another word, the current input to the network is 
modeled by Z () instead of Y(). In the simulation, Y and Z are of the same parametric family 
while the only difference between them is their mean rate, by a twisted amount (m*). 
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Figure 2.  ISTE Summary 
 
Figure 2 is a graphical view of the ISTE approach. We start with the capturing of the 

sample performance of the current network. By setting the twisted value (m*) to 0, the 
Importance Estimator becomes a Monte Carlo Estimator and gives the current expectation of 



sample performance in the network. We then try different values (this process is called 
“twisting” ) for the twisted amount (m*(1), m*(2), m*(3),…), thus we will calculate different 
expectation of performance (P(1),P(2),P(3),…)  corresponding to expected network 
performance under different Yi’s each with different mean values  (v(1), v(2), v(3),…). The 
Importance Sampling theory promises that when those Yi’s are applied to the network, the 
probabilities of overflow will be the expectations we have calculated. In summary, we have 
created a mapping between the mean rates of the input process to the expectation of the 
sample performance of the network. 

As shown by equation (5): 
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where L(Zi) is the captured initial sample performance, and N is the number of replication 
used to capture the initial sample performance, therefore those two terms in the equation are 
fixed. As mentioned before, W(z) is the likelihood ratio between the pdf f(z,v) and f(z,v0), and 
v differ only v0 by an amount of m* (twisted amount). Twisting is essentially the assigning of 
different values to m* to find different value for the likelihood ratio which in turn calculates 
the expected performance, when input processes with different mean values are applied to the 
network. The twisting operation is therefore a calculation based operation which does not 
require additional simulation runs, however, as stated in [2]. The performance of this 
estimator is typically measured by the normalized variance as defined below. 
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When m* (twisted amount) is small, typically the normalized variance is small [5]. When m* 
(twisted amount) becomes larger and larger, the normalized variance will become larger in the 
end. For a network with multiple input sources, if the input process being twisted is not the 
major cause of a specific performance metric, then the prediction of ISTE becomes 
inaccurate and the normalized variance of the predictor becomes large very fast. This is 
understandable since normalized variance indicates the accuracy of the estimation, and if the 
estimation is based on a quantity that has little or no relation to the performance in question, 
the accuracy of the estimation will not be good.  Therefore, once the normalized variance of 
an estimator for a traffic source or a traffic flow becomes too large, another simulation run 
will be executed to reduce the variances and the twisting process repeats on another input 
process (another traffic flow or traffic source) since the previous input process does not have 
much effect on the network performance anymore[2].  This will result in several additional 
simulation runs aside from the initial simulation run for the experiment.  
 
3. Fast Importance Sampling based Traffic Engineering 

 
In ISTE [2], for a network with multiple input sources, we twisted one source until the 

normalized variance was too large. Then we conducted another round of simulation under the 
twisted traffic load. This allowed us to start twisting another source under a smaller 



normalized variance. However rerun simulation can still be time consuming because it is 
under a much lower probability. It limits the potential gain of ISTE in terms of efficiency. To 
make ISTE more time efficient, it will be wise to improve it so that it requires only the initial 
simulation run and no extra simulation runs. To do so, we have to be able to twist more than 
one network input processes without re-running the simulation. The key to achieve this is the 
concept of dominating source. Network performance is typically dominated by one source 
under one traffic setting [2]. When we twist a dominating source, it gradually becomes not so 
dominating and the normalized variance becomes larger at the same time. In the end, the 
normalized variance becomes very large and the source is not relevant anymore. If we can 
detect that a dominating source is becoming not so dominating at an earlier stage, we can 
keep the normalized variance small while we switch to a new dominating source. Then we do 
not need to rerun simulations every time we switch sources. 

 
Assume Y and X are the inputs to the network, Y1,.., YN are the random i.i.d. samples 

from the pdf f(y), X1,.., XN are the random i.i.d. samples from the pdf h(x), and L(Y,X) is the 
sample performance of the network. The expectation of the sample performance is of our 
interest: 
l = E{L(Y,X)}. The expectation is: 
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Assume g(y) and d(x) are two another pdf ’s, such that g(y) dominates f(y) in the sense of 

absolute continuity and d(x) dominates h(x) in the sense of absolute continuity, then 
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 Let W(z)=f(z)/g(z) and W’(t)=h(t)/d(t) be the corresponding likelihood ratios, and 
Z1,…,ZN are random i.i.d. samples from the pdf g(z), and T1,…, TN are random i.i.d. samples 
from the pdf d(t), then 
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Assume the two processes X and Y are independent, the new Importance Estimator is:  
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As it can be seen, the new equation for the Importance Estimator differs from the original one 
by only taking into account the new likelihood ratio. Now, suppose g(y)=f(y,v), f(y)=f(y,v0), 
d(x)=h(x,u), and h(x)=h(x,u0) then the likelihood ratios W(Zi) and W’(Ti) are: 
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As a result of (11), we can twist one of the several inputs of the network until the 

normalized variance gets large, which indicates the source is not dominating anymore.. Then 
we will start twisting the mean rate of another input. This repeats until we reach our target 
network performance. Therefore, the whole experiment requires only the initial pilot run for 
the first twisting and no addition simulation runs. Keep in mind that twisting is a calculation 
based operation, it basically makes predictions on the performance of the network, and it does 
not require additional simulations. 
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Figure 3 FISTE Twisting 

 
In this paper, we propose and compare two twisting approaches as our fast ISTE (FISTE) 

solution: gradient based twisting and threshold based twisting. In the gradient based twisting 
approach, a fixed amount of mean rate reduction (a step) is predefined. All the input processes 
of the network use the same step amount.  The input with the smallest gradient of the 
normalized variance under this step is the dominating source under current traffic setting. 
Then we twist this source for one step. After the twist, we reevaluate the gradients under the 
new traffic setting. This repeats until we reach our target performance. In the threshold based 
twisting, we still test all the inputs and pick the input that is most dominating of the network 
performance according to the gradients of the normalized variances at the beginning. Once we 
have picked our input process of the network, instead of reducing it by only a fixed amount 
(step), we will reduce it until the normalized variance of the twisting process exceeds a 
threshold. Then we move to finding the new dominating input of the network. 
 
4. Simulation 

 
4.1. Simulation Framework  
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Figure 4. Network Topology 



 
Figure 4 is the network topology used to verify the effectiveness of the FISTE approach. 

It consists of a tandem queue, two traffic sources with traffic split after the first queue and 
traffic merge at the second queue. This topology may be simple but all the complex network 
topologies are some combination of this topology. Traffic Source A models the main ingress 
network traffic flow while source B models the background traffic flows from other sources in 
the network 

 
The Lindley equation [7] is used to model the queue behavior. 
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Assume time slot based measurement is used, under the Lindley equation, the queue size 
depends on the difference between the instantaneous incoming traffic rate (Xk) at time slot k 
and the queue service rate (µ). At the end of each replication run, we check if the queue size 
has exceeded the buffer size. If the buffer size has been exceeded, that replication run is 
considered as a replication run with a buffer overflow event.  

 
Self-similar Fractal Gaussian Noise [8] distribution is used to model the network traffic. 

Because the self-similar traffic model is used, each traffic source has a Hurst parameter. The 
Hurst parameter indicates the degree of self-similarity for traffic flows that exhibit long range 
dependency. The larger the Hurst parameter, the more bursty the traffic is. More bursty traffic 
source usually generates more faulty events in the network than non-bursty traffic source. 

 
Here are some notations for reading the graphs for our simulation results: B1: Size of 

buffer in Queue 1 (units/sec). B2: Size of buffer in Queue 2 (units/sec). C1: Service rate in 
Queue 1 (units/sec). C2: Service rate in Queue 2 (units/sec).H1: Hurst parameter of traffic 
source A. H2: Hurst parameter of traffic source B. R1: Percentage of traffic entering Queue 2 
from Queue 1. R2: Percentage of traffic entering Queue 2 from Source B. 

 
We will be using both gradient twisting FISTE and threshold twisting FISTE to predict 

the probability of buffer overflow as the mean rate of the traffic sources are reduced. Then, we 
will reduce the traffic sources by the amount recommended by the two approaches, and use 
CMC simulation run to verify that the network performance is instead what we have 
predicted. 

 
4.2. Simulation Results 

        



Figure 5. Queue 2 under Gradient Twisting  Figure 6. Queue 2 under Threshold Twisting 
 
The FISTE approach can be used on the performance of a single network node, or the 

performance of an end-to-end path, since L(X,Y) could be the behavior of any part of the 
network. It should be noted that FISTE, similar to ISTE[2], can tolerate multiple congestion 
points in the network while most other analytical approaches always assume a single 
congestion point in the network. This makes FISTE more practical in the real networks than 
the rest. From figure 5, FISTE shows that if we reduce the mean rate of source A by 0.2 
units/second and source B by 0.3, the expected probability of buffer overflow in Queue 2 
should be (in logarithmic scale) -7.3834. The CMC simulation showed that if the mean rates 
of source A and source B are reduced by 0.2 and 0.3, respectively, the measured probability of 
buffer overflow is -7.3812.  As it can be seen, the prediction made by FISTE is accurate. MC 
simulation was not executed for every point in the figures for comparison. If it was done, the 
resulting simulation time will be extremely long. The final goal is to reach the target 
probability of overflow, therefore the intermediate points are less important.   Figure 6 also 
shows the result of the FISTE prediction but using a different twisting scheme. The two 
twisting schemes arrive at similar conclusion/recommended course of action. The trial 
simulation run FISTE is 10, 000 replication, and the FISTE normalized variance for the last 
prediction (10-7.3834) is 0.0099. For a CMC simulation to achieve the same kind of accuracy 
(in terms of the normalized variance), it will require 2.4 billion replication runs: 
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Compared with the FISTE 10,000 replication with CMC’s 2.4*109 replication for there is 

an astronomical gain in simulation time. This is reflected on the simulation time of the FISTE 
and MC approach on a Dell Workstation with Intel Xeo 1.7 GHz. The FISTE approach only 
took 10 minutes while the MC approach took 1 day. 

 

      
Figure 7. End-to-End Gradient Twisting Figure 8. End-to-End Threshold Twisting  
 

 Figure 7 and 8 are results for an end-2-end test scenario. Here, a different Hurst 
parameter is used. A Hurst parameter of 0.9 is used to test if the algorithm still works under 
bursty traffic. An End-to-end buffer overflow event is defined as an event when there is a 
buffer overflow in either queue 1 or queue2 or both. Using gradient twisting, as shown in 
Figure 7, FISTE predicts that when the mean rates of Source A and Source B are reduced by 



1.6 units/sec and 0.2 units/sec, respectively, the end-to-end probability of buffer overflow is 
expected to be (in logarithmic scale) -6.165. Using a CMC simulation run, the measured 
end-to-end probability of buffer overflow, after the mean rates have been reduced, is -6.392. 
The FISTE prediction is off by 3.5%, which is tolerable. If threshold based twisting is used 
instead, FISTE determines that a reduction of 2 units/sec of source A alone should yield a 
probability of buffer overflow of -6.4929. The CMC simulation run shows that the probability 
is actually -6.518. Once again, the FISTE prediction is very close to the measured value. 
Since prediction by gradient-based twisting and threshold-based twisting are both valid, this 
implies that there different path/course of action to achieve a single target performance, 
depending on the optimization requirements; one can decide which course of action is the best 
one. 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
The FISTE approach is a fast, simple, and accurate way of predicting how the 

performance of a network changes with respect to the network parameters and inputs. The 
simulation results of this paper show that FISTE can calculate the changes in the probability 
of buffer overflow of a network as the mean rates of the network ingress traffic decreases. 
FISTE is even faster than the previous ISTE approach since FISTE requires only a single 
simulation run whereas ISTE requires several. By using different twisting approaches (step 
based or threshold based), one can find different ways to achieve the target performance.  In 
the future, given the performance optimization constraints, one can evaluate which course of 
action is the best.  
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